
MINDFULNESS 
  Verbal instruction for yin poses 



4 noble truth’s 

First noble truth 
1.Life has suffering 
Like             dislike 
Pleasure     pain 
Praise         blame 
Gain            loss 
 
Investigate all the ways we suffer 



2nd noble truth 

Our attitude towards pain: 
¨  Resistance towards pain 
¨  Change our attitude towards negative experiences 
¨  Becoming aware of our grasping or clinging nature 



3d Noble truth 

¨  Letting-go of our grasping nature 
¨  Accepting suffering and negative experiences 
¨  Being willing to experience them 
¨  Understanding that pain is inevitable and suffering, 

being a state of mind, is optional 
¨  Understanding the quality of eternal change 



4th Noble truth 

¨  Understanding our true nature, and accepting it 
¨  Understanding the possibility of freedom from 

suffering 
¨  Understanding cause and effect or action and 

reaction 
¨  Understanding the roots of suffering 



The 3 cardinal points 

¨  Wise view: 
¨  Understanding action and reaction and be willing to 

investigate 
¨  Observing triggers of reacting, defensiveness,or 

fully being identified 
¨  Contemplating the 4 noble truth’s in one’s life 



Wise effort 

¨  The intention to become aware of habitual patterns 
or states of mind: 

¨  The 5 hindrances: 
¨  Craving, aversion, restlessness, lethargy, and doubt 

¨  Being total 



Wise mindfulness 

¨  Endlessly,precisely examining our mind and body to 
discover the natural realm of awareness 



Foundations of mindfulness 

¨  1.Mindfulness of the body 
¨  Relax in to all of our sensations 

¨  Verbal, mindful instruction for yin yoga poses: 
¨  Describe the sensations of the body 
¨  Connect with the different senses 
¨  Cultivate an open attitude not to prevent any 

experience, unless it is unhealthy pain 



2.Mindfulness of emotions and mind 

¨  Our reaction to our physical or sensory experiences 
¨  Understanding, distinguishing our raw experiences 

from our reactions to those experiences every time 
bringing it back to the raw experience 

¨  Verbal instruction: making the students aware of the 
process of labeling, judging or resisting the 
experience..pain is pain, deliciousness is 
deliciousness and returning always  to the breath,. 



3d foundation of mindfulness 

¨  Relaxed concentration to relate to ourselves 
¨  With gentleness observe tendencies to 

condemnation or avoidance 
¨  The action of labeling becomes something to 

observe and let- go off, to shift our focus back on 
the breath 

¨  Verbal instruction: about the process of labeling, 
resistance to our experience and anchoring back to 
the breath, the body; with kindness to ourselves 



4th foundation of mindfulness 

¨  Our relationship with the external world: 
¨  The experiences through the senses as a raw, open 

experience 
¨  Starting to investigate in the nature of the mind, turning 

our attention to awareness itself 
¨  Verbal instruction: 
¨  The external experiences can ‘enter us,as they are’ no 

need to change anything 
¨  Making the student observe the process of labeling, 

and disidentify of their mind, shifting attention to 
observing the breath and the process of witnessing 




